
The rst fune of Heimdalls Aett is Hagel, meaning hail or storm and suggests that a bumpy time is 
ahead or a delay in plans could arise. To me it represents the learning of patience. There is no 
point crying if it is raining outside, just accept it and be in the moment until it passes by and 
normal progress resumes.

No reverse meaning.

HAGEL  (pronounced HAGEL-az)
PATIENCE, Stormy/hail, the letter H

This is where the word “need” derives from in our language. It looks like two sticks that light the 
need re and represents something is essential to your progress along the path. This rune also 
reminds me of a pair of scissors and you have to cut the cords with the past. You are carrying a
heavy weight that no longer serves a purpose and it is time to cut it away and move on.

No reverse meaning.

NEID (pronounced NAL-deiz)
NEED, Letting Go, the letter N
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Means ice and just like ice whichever way you turn you could slip. So best do nothing until you
nd a better footing or have more information. This is also the symbol of a shamanic transforma-

tion and the total stillness of meditation, like a glacier that very slowly can carve its way through
a mountain.

No reverse meaning.

ISA (pronounced EE-sa)
ICE, Frozen, Stagnation, the letter I

Is the rune of celebration, of harvest, to reap the bene ts of hard work. This is now the time to
play and have fun as long as all the work is done. Jara is the symbol of a ful lling job, all things
in balance, gatherings, and parties and get togethers.

No reverse meaning.

JARA (pronounced YAR-a)
HARVEST, Celebration, the letter J
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